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Abstract : This study examines the socio-environmental impacts of mobility on Inuit people and its consequences in the
High Arctic region of Canada. Mobility is the part of Inuit culture, the Inuit people moved for hunting on familiar distances
and sites that is the part of their life through generations. These patterns of mobility represent an admirable appreciation and
familiar knowledge of the environment in the aboriginal people. The system of mobility as social change is related to the environmental stress, food shortage, fur-trade, construction of military bases, state policies, forced resettlement and non-renewable
resources development projects in the Arctic region. Since 1950s, the Inuit of Canadian Arctic region have experience forcefully the mobilities in form of relocation, new-settlements, medical moves and residential schools as well as environmental
mobility. The effects of relocation from their original lands have sustained through generations. There is another sad story of
the DEW-line (Distance Early Warning) construction. The construction was started without any consent or notification to
the local communities. Inuit people were displaced into other places with non-respectable way from their indigenous land. The
residential school system was another a misfortune form of mobility which removed Aboriginal children from their parents
and forcefully teach them ‘white manners’. This unfair treatment to the Inuit becomes big debate in the country from the
several decades ago. Experience of mobility either it was due to relocation, displacement, individual or residential schools and
mobility due to climate change are common story of Inuit people in the Arctic region of Canada. A number of families are still
dealing with this intergenerational distresses.
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1. Introduction

towards urban place and entirely new way of life.
Mobility is very strictly necessary and essential

Inuit, an Inuktitut term that means “the peo-

from an ecological viewpoint. The mobility can

ple” are the indigenous people of the Arctic. The

involve individuals or groups, it can include tem-

homeland of the Inuit known as the Inuit Nun-

porary or long-term separation from the primary

angat includes; Nunavut, Inuvialuit (the North-

born place. Mobility entails the freedom to seek

west Territories and Yukon), Nunavik (Northern

opportunities to improve living standards, health,

Quebec), and Nunatsiavut (Labrador). Inuit

education outcomes and to live in safer, more re-

people live in group five to thirty and move sea-

sponsive communities (UNDP, 2010).

sonally for food use dog teams and hunted. Inuit

Mobility is the one of most important step to

peoples have inhabited the Arctic environment

maintain the social and ecology system of the

from thousands of years. Most of these peoples

Inuit life. In the response of environment and

lie in spatially dispersed, coastal communities and

climate change, there are many way to cultural

have long histories of adaptation to the extreme

adaptations (Krupnik, 1993; Lee et al., 2018).

conditions of the polar climate. The social and

Mobility as social change is related to the envi-

ecological resilience of the Inuit is based on four

ronmental stress, food shortage, fur-trade, con-

sets of adaptive strategies; a) mobility (capacity

struction of military bases, state policies, forced

and need for movement from place to place),

resettlement, and non-renewable resources devel-

b) Indigenous knowledge (adaptive process and

opment projects. In particular environment when

believes through generations by cultural transmis-

food become scarce in one site, the groups or

sion) c), resource use and practices (harvesting strat-

individual have to move on to another place. The

egies and environmental management) and d)

Inuit believed that certain activities should only

sharing mechanism and social network (trade and

be performed in certain places and specific times,

coalitions).

which can achieved only by moving. For example

Mobility is the part of Inuit culture, the families

to learn the skill of sewing caribou skin one have

move for hunting on familiar distances and sites

to move from one place to another one (Cannon,

that is part of their life from generations. No-

2014). The Inuit of northwestern Alaska move

madic behaviors are not arbitrary or spontaneous.

from the coastal areas into the inland regions dur-

Rather they are carefully planned to minimize la-

ing summer season to hunt herds of caribou (Scu-

bor while providing vital resources. These patterns

pin, 2019).

of mobility represents an admirable appreciation

Mobility usually are three types of events; a) the

and familiar knowledge of the environment in

moving of groups, b) the moving of individuals

which these people reside. Mobility was always a

and c) is the closing of communities. This move-

resource for survival in form of food shortage and

ment of people can be categorized in terms of

climate stress. Recently, it implies a movement

motives. In regard of Inuit movement in the High
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evacuation are the customary forms. Relocation
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2. Inuit relocations in the High
Arctic of Canada

describes the planned movement of people to a
location that has been chosen by the government,

From thousand years, the Inuit people lived

migration refers to moves by Inuit themselves in

across the Canadian Arctic using resources getting

manner of voluntary or motivated, dislocation

from the local land. The Canadian Government

refers to forced moves from government repre-

started to encourage Inuit to live self-sufficiently

sentatives and evacuation refers to the temporary

from the land, as they had for centuries. In many

movement of Inuit in emergencies. Mobility was

regions, however, long-term contacts with Euro-

always a resource for survival in form of food

pean explorers, and fur traders had affected Inuit

shortage or climatic stress.

economic and survival practices, shifting the focus

Mobility is a sensitive issue for Inuit people in

from subsistence hunting to commercial trap-

the Arctic region either this is willingly or force-

ping by the late nineteenth century. This change

fully. Since 1950, Inuit of the Canadian Arctic

caused some Inuit to spend long periods of the

region facing traumatic mobility in form of relo-

year living in one place, such as near Hudson’s

cation, settlements, medical moves and residential

Bay Company posts, where they could exchange

schools as well as environmental mobility. Recent-

their furs for trade goods. Many Inuit contin-

ly, transformation of urban Inuit mobility is also

ued to live at least semi nomadically, until 1945.

becoming focus for policy debate in the Canadian

Through the Second World War, the Canadian

Arctic region. However, the general aims of this

Government realized the necessity of providing

study is to examine the socio-environmental im-

nationwide social welfare. The programs included

pacts of mobility on Inuit people and its conse-

old age benefits, pensions and family allowances

quences in the High Arctic region of Canada.

for all Canadians, including Inuit people, dur-

To explain the socio-environmental impact of

ing the late 1940s and 1950s (Bonesteel, 2006).

mobility on Inuit people some relevant photo-

Until 1953, the federal government advocated the

graphs are used in this study. The photographs

maintenance of a traditional way of life for Inuit

are obtained from the department of Library and

and occasionally relocated families to areas with

Archives Canada. The department of Library and

supposed abundance of natural resources. Most

Archives of Canada is granted the copyright per-

of these projects failed because resources in the

mission for the use of the photos in this study.

new location were not sufficient and Inuit continued to go hungry. Many relocated Inuit became
quickly disillusioned.
The Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP),
officials of the Department of Resources and Development, they relocated around 92 Inuit people
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from Inukjuak, in Northern Quebec and Mitti-

to support the Inuit from Inukjuak in adapting to

matalik (Pond Inlet, Nunavut) for the purpose of

living conditions in the High Arctic, which was

new settlements into two locations on the High

untrue information. The ship arrived in Craig

Arctic islands during 1953 to 1955. The Govern-

Harbour a site of a police post and trading store

ment of Canada decided these relocations of Inuit

on the southern coast of Ellesmere Island in late

people to establish Canadian sovereignty in the

August and here another ship joined the first one

High Arctic region. The Inuit were promised for

(Wright, 2014).

well living conditions at new places of relocation.

The relocated Inukjuak came to know that they

Canadian officials had a number of reasons

will more separated, with two families landing at

for relocating Inuit to the High Arctic. In this

Craig Harbour, accompanied by one Mittimatalik

regard, one reason was stated Arctic sovereignty.

family and the remaining ongoing to some other

During the Second World War the United States

unknown places. The situation was shocking

had established the military based and defense

some Inuit had only agreed to the relocation so

existence in the Arctic. During Cold War terrors

that their families will never divided. The media

of Soviet, the United States intensified its mili-

reported these sorrowful stories that relocated

tary capabilities in the Arctic region, posturing a

Inuit families memorized crying at the separation

possible threat to Canadian claims to the North.

time even their dogs were crying at the painful

The Department of Resources and Development,

time of separation (The Canadian Encyclopedia,

which oversaw Inuit affairs at the time, decided

2018.07.25). The ship was back in September

to populate the Ellesmere and Cornwallis islands

and the way was blocked due to frozen ice. From

with Inuit people, even though the areas were de-

the Inukjuak Inuit two more families and one

void of Inuit people population.

family of Mittimatalik get off in Craig Harbour,

Seven Inukjuak families boarded a ship that

and the remaining traveler families were taken

take these Inuit people to their new places in July

to Qausuittuq (Resolute). The first Inuit camp

1953. Consulting to personal witnesses, rela-

was located 100 km from Craig Harbour. For

tives and community of Inuit peoples went out

this long distance was to inhibit relocated families

to watch when ship was departure. It was very

from outside supplies to survive. In fact this was

sensitive and sorrowful moments when some of

a cruel decision by the authorities. Later in 1956,

those Inuit on board cried at the time of sepa-

the police and trading posts moved to Grise Fiord

ration from their beloved ones and their land.

and gradually Inuit settlement started established

The ship navigated northward and arrived in Mit-

what we can see the inhabited community in

timatalik (Pond Inlet), on the northern coast of

recent. The Inuit camp of Qausuittuq, Cornwal-

Baffin Island in August, where authorities made

lis Island was located several miles from military

another attempt and three more local families

base. A police post had been reestablished, along

boarded. The Mittimatalik families were intended

with a trade store in 1953. In coming few years,
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four more families from Inukjuak and two from

Inukjuak. Craig Harbour on Ellsemere Island is

Mittimatalik were relocated with earlier Inuit

also nearly 2,000 km away from Inukjuak. Some

families. From these families, one Inukjuak family

families from Mittimatalik (Pond Inlet) on the

was carried to Craig Harbour and the other Inuit

northern tip of Qikiqtaaluk (Baffin Island) were

people were moved to Qausuittuq.

relocated to help the Inukjuak Inuit with the

Figure 1 illustrates the navigational path of the

transition to the High Arctic. The distance from

boarded Inuit people. The Grise Fiord is on the

Mittimatalik to Inukjuak is almost 1,600 km.

southern shores of Ellesmere Island, now Canada’s

(https://www.nutritionnorthcanada.gc.ca/DAM/

and Nunavut’s northernmost community, is

dam-inter-hq/staging/texte-text/ai_mprm_inrr1_

about 2,000 km away from Inukjuak. South of

1332940032709_eng.pdf).

that is Qausuittuq (Resolute Bay), on Cornwal-

There were many difficulties of the relocated

lis Island, approximately 1,934 km away from

families in new living environment. The adap-

Figure 1. Relocation route of Inuit people from Inukjuak to Grise Fiord, the relocatees boarded in July 1953.
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tion was challenge particularly new geography,

and a post of police were established in new land

climate, foods, homes and many others. The big-

of Inuit. Government decided few jobs for Inuit

gest challenge was the continuous darkness at new

men at the police base and permission to enter in

homeland in High Arctic. The Inuit people gave

bar and mix with non-Inuit.

the name of new place as Qausuittuug, which was

After certain time, Inuit started to felt that they

true description of the Inuit people. In the Inuit

were not be permissioned to go back their homes.

language meaning of the Qausuittuug is the place

When some Inuit asked to officials, the police

of darkness. Those all Inuit were alien at the new

official stated that if they want return to their

land which was frozen land most of the time in

original lands, the families have to finance their

year. The climatic condition at new places partic-

travels. Inuit have no money and no choice except

ularly at the Qausuittuq and Craig Harbour they

to live at new places. Few of people were only able

never experiences in Inukjuak. These climatic

to leave High Arctic when they were severe ill and

hard conditions were not familiar for built new

for treatment of tuberculosis. This was again once

inhabitant homes such igloos and the Inuit spend

separation of families a new chapter of sorrows

many months in canvas shelters, even the Inuit

and hardships.

have no source of any fuel. They were used seal

This unfair treatment with Inuit becomes big

oil. The situation was miserable no proper tents

debate in the country in following few decades.

nor lamps.

Activists and media are started to voices in favor

Unfortunate never comes alone, at the new

of Inuit to highlight the wrong decision of re-

place the Inuit directed. They are not allowed

locations. The movement of reconciliation was

the hunt of caribou more than one per family.

stronger day by day. The Royal Commission on

If they will hunt any extra caribou in case they

Aboriginal Peoples (RCAP) was established by

will heavily fine or arrested. They were even not

Order in Council on August 26, 1991. The com-

permissioned to kill muskox. This all was very

mission issued a report on the relocation program

sudden and strange, because the place where they

in 1994. The commission approaches the histori-

were living from generations, they have more

cal records and collected evidences from Inuit as

than 50 varieties of hunting. They were hunting

well as official peoples (Truth and Reconcillation

animals, fishes, mussels, clams, geese and ducks.

Commission of Canada, 2015).

Now it was big challenge to adaptation of food

The commission summed up that the Inuit

and living place with new environment of frozen

people they were not relocated willingly and were

ice, seal and polar bear. However, the biggest

not well informed for new places. The commis-

struggled was of relocated Inuit people just to find

sion acknowledged the grievances of Inuit people

food. The life of Inuit was started to some good

and directed to the Canadian Government for an

from 1960 when the settlements became further

official apology. In the process of reconciliation,

developed in Qausuittug. Few houses, a school

the federal government approved an agreement
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of “reconciliation” with the worthy fund of 10

ment forcefully changed the fundamental right

million dollar for relocated Inuit people in 1996.

of Inuit people. Apart from these all hardships,

The compensation also was bracketed with the ac-

afterward the Inuit communities of Grise Fiord

knowledgment of that the government dealt this

and Qausuittuq are dynamically engaged in the

issue gracefully. After 14 years, the minister of In-

local and regional political and social activities.

dian Affairs and Northern Development delivered

Few of these relocated Inuit persons have become

an official apology from Inuit people in 2010.

the popular leaders in the communities of High

The Inuit people were guaranteed of bountiful

Arctic. Mr. John Amagoalik, who was five years

wildlife with full of sources and some additional

old baby when his family was forcefully moved to

assurances. But in short time it was exposed that

Grise Ford and Qausuittuq. He becomes one of

they had been misinformed or somehow defeated

the founder members of the territory of Nunavut.

and they faced countless hardships. The effects

Similarly, Mary Cousins, whose family relocated

of this relocation from their original lands have

from Mittimatalik to Craig Harbour for the pur-

remained for generation to generation. This relo-

pose of help to the Inukjuak relocate Inuit people

cation program of Inuit people in High Arctic is

become activists and adopted the media sector

often denoted to as a “dark chapter” in the history

(Figure 2).

of Canada, and a case of how the federal govern-

Figure 2. Inuit family on board the C.G.S. C.D. HOWE at Grise Fiord (Qikiqtaaluk), Nunavut [Kyak family from
Tununiq (Pond Inlet). Back row, left to right: Moses Kyak, Lazarus Kyak, Mary (née Panigusiq) Cousins, Letia
carrying Elizabeth in the amauti, and Leah. Front row, left to right: David, Carmen, Timothy, and Lily]. © Government of Canada. Reproduced with the permission of Library and Archives Canada (2020). Library and Archives
Canada/Department of Health fonds including the former Department of National Health and Welfare fonds/
e002216381.
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3. Dislocation of Inuit due to the
Distant Early Warning (DEW)
Line

from centuries. This was sudden change also for
the Inuit who were living in surroundings of these
proposed defense sites.
There are many of sad stories of the DEW-line

Canada was focused on the northern territories

construction. People were displaced even some

regarding defense and sovereignty concerns after

of thrown other places with non-respectable way

the Second World War. The United States and

from their indigenous land such as Tuktoyaktuk,

Canada were agreed to mutual construct a chain

Cambridge Bay, Goja Haven, Kivitoo, Pelly Bay,

of sixty three radar stations in 1955. This proj-

and Hall Beach (Figure 3). A settled community

ect named Distance Early Warning line (DEW-

of Inuit at Kivitoo on the eastern coast of Baffin

line) was had 42 stations located in the Canadian

Island, lost their three best hunters and com-

Arctic region. The stations were constructed and

munity leaders in one sorrowful incident, as they

worked by US, those sites were also required

were sleeping and ice subsided onto them. The

Canadian government permission, according to

Inuit community of Kivitoo were informed to the

the Canadian law. These stations were designed

tragedy by official authorities, who were on duty

to give at least four hours of warning to protect

to establish the Distant Early Warning (DEW)

North America against the attacks from the Soviet

Line. In the next morning, the Inuit community

Union. Another agreement, the North American

was more traumatized when they knew that their

Air Defense Agreement (NORAD) was negoti-

loved ones are already buried by authorities. The

ated between Canada and the United States to

Inuit people visited the graves of their beloved

establish a system of continental air defense in

companions and tribute their silent and sorrowful

1957. The Ballistic Missile Early Warning System

presence.

(BMEWS) treaty was an example of NORAD’s

Martha Kopalie, a former resident of Kivi-

defense strategy between two countries in 1959.

too, stated some memories in an interview in

The DEW-line technology was replaced with the

1999. Kopalie talks tenderly of her house which

North Warning System (NWS) in 1980. The cost

was decorated with moss and heather they col-

of progression defense technology was once again

lected from the land. Furthermore she even re-

communal by Canada and the United States

members the floor plan. But when she and the

through agreements of NORAD to cooperate de-

others Inuit people from Kivitoo returned to their

fense system in the North.

old homes, they found them burned and demol-

The Inuit communities in the Northwest Ter-

ished. Their belongings were buried or destroyed.

ritories and the Nunavut were not informed well

They never resettled in Kivitoo. “They treated us

about the assembling of defense arrangement on

like dogs,” Kopalie says sorrowfully. “That is how

their lands and the selection of locations in their

I saw myself. Like dogs on a string that could not

territories where they were traditionally inhabited

move onward.”
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Figure 3. The location of the Distance Early Warning (D.E.W.) line.

On the other side, the substantial impact on

pected to provide temporary employment for

Inuit, it was encompassed gradually lazy life,

Inuit, various cultural differences such as concepts

and access to external diets and other material

of work time and levels of training created dif-

of living life. Defense project sites, in Kivitoo,

ficulties. Some sustained employment was created

Iqaluit, Broughton Island, and Ekalugad Fiord,

through the development of programs like the

attracted Inuit to congregate nearby for access to

Canadian Rangers, which uses traditional Inuit

employment opportunities and medical services,

survival skills and knowledge to assist Canadian

creating inactive communities with the passage

and American defense personnel in Arctic opera-

of time. By 1963, NORAD provided employ-

tions. Mostly, however, defense programs failed to

ment for 14,700 Canadians (including Inuit) at

provide sustained or large-scale employment for

stations in the North and throughout Canada.

Inuit.

Though defense project sites were initially ex-

The DEW line generated many economic ac-
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tivities where Inuit can get jobs, health facilities
and some other trading things. Thus these activi-

4. Residential Schools system
for Inuit children

ties were encouraging the improvement of local
communities. However the adapted procedure

Inuit people learn life skills from indigenous

was slow to incorporate Inuit into proper systems

practices, observation and the knowledge of

of education, healthcare, employment and perma-

the environment. These skills, knowledge and

nent accommodations were not established until

customs are important for Inuit through the

the 1950s. To report the apprehensions of Inuit

generations. From early 20th century, Catholic

people, the federal government sent Canadian

preachers also educated Inuit to read and write

geographer J.L. Robinson to investigate the Inuit

in Inuktitut syllabics and English, and had some

problems in the eastern Arctic. Robinson com-

influence on Inuit spiritual philosophies. These

piled recommendations for improving major areas

educational institutions began to have an im-

of concern included education, healthcare, fur

portant influence on the daily lives of Inuit. The

trade, lack of employment for Inuit, less food and

federal government took over the charges of these

winter clothing. The DEW line was the biggest

schools in 1950 with the aims of teaching Inuit

military project in Arctic history played a major

skills in order to integration with the economy

role in the transformation of the Inuit’s economy

and society of Canada. Initially, this program was

and lazy lifestyle (Anderson and Bonesteel, 2010).

as day schools, but with the passage of time due

In form of government supported and directed

to some certain reasons such as long distances and

relocations, the Inuit were clearly promised access

the seasonal mobility of the Inuit people it was

to housing, health care, schools and employment.

difficult to maintain day attendance. The Depart-

The reality was harsher and over the time imple-

ment of Northern Affairs and National Resources

mentations were slow or not fully realized. This

compiled a report on the issue and suggested the

mobility from one small place or village to a few

“residential school”. The report stated that the sys-

large settlements, where hundreds of Inuit people

tem of residential schools seems the most effective

can be lived. This mobility had effects on Inuit

way to educate the Inuit children and incorporate

life and capabilities because these central places

their efforts in white man economy.

were not chosen for easy access to good hunting.

The federal government of Canada felt that it

The new places were entirely different from the

was its responsible for education and good life for

indigenous villages which were very ideal for har-

Inuit people in Canada. The government think

vesting. Moreover their native villages were very

children were easy to teach than adults, and the

friendly to mobility in their nomadic life.

idea of a boarding school was the greatest way
to formulate them for life in normal society.
Residential schools were federally run, under the
Department of Indian Affairs. Attendance was
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mandatory for children in the many communities

bound of hunting, security, food sharing, environ-

that didn’t have day schools. Government official

mental well-being, indigenous practices, native

called as agents were responsible to ensure all

education and leadership. Thus the Inuit children

Inuit children joined the residential school.

were not happy with bounded life of residential

The residential school system removed Aborigi-

schools (Figure 4).

nal children from their parents and communities

Sadly, Inuit children were removed from their

to become the person of civilized values. Parents

parental communities and mandatory to join the

of those kids were forced by police officers to send

residential schools. Residential schools were made

their children to residential schools. If the parents

with the purpose of escaped the native culture of

refused to give their children, the police officers

Inuit. The policy maker was believed that indig-

warning to stop the family allowances even some-

enous children can be prosperous if they integrat-

time threatened to imprison. A number of stu-

ed into mainstream society of Canada. In these

dents of these residential school merely saw their

schools the students were not allowed to speak

parents one time in a year and many of that they

their native language and never permissioned to

did not see their parents even for many years. The

practicing their aboriginal customs. If they were

“Canadian life” or southern urbanization was a

find to violate the rules, must face severe sentenc-

difficult for the residents of these schools. The res-

es.

idential school system destroyed the “Kinship” of

All over the years, students of these residential

Inuit children. The Inuit Kinship was a practical

schools suffered in insufficient circumstances and

Figure 4. Students seated at in a classroom resting their heads on their desks, Cape Dorset (Kinngait) Federal Hostel,
Nunavut, April 1964. © Library and Archives Canada. Reproduced with the permission of Library and Archives
Canada. Library and Archives Canada/Charles Gimpel fonds/e002394546. Credit: Charles Gimpel.
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faced physical punishments and mistreatment.

boarded from their parents. The authorities just

The Inuit students of these schools also had con-

took them toward southern of Canada for tuber-

victed of sexual acts. The residents students very

culosis medication. In this time, many of died,

often have chance to see again normal family life.

their family were not informed. Many of Inuit

All communication between parents and school

never know the graves of their grandparents,

was in English, which a lot of parents cannot

parents or relative even brothers or sisters. Those

understand. After graduations or completion of

unfortune people were died on unknown places,

these school most of students found themselves

no notification to relatives and no any marked

that they are not belong to their origins. They

of graves. Approximately half of the Eastern Arc-

cannot help to their parents, they are not good to

tic population of Inuit was sent to tuberculosis

their indigenous knowledge anymore. They were

center in the southern Ontario for tuberculosis

ashamed and mentally upset with new learnings.

treatment from 1953 to 1961. According to the

These new learning were substandard even not

Nunavut Tunngavik Inc. around 900 Inuit people

helpful and functional for urban mobility.

were died in southern Canada and families never

In fact, when Inuit moved to join school and

knew their graves (CBC News, 2019.03.07).

learn English, the relationship with their land and

The federal government of Canada make an

native skills was over. The Inuit students allotted

apology to Inuit Canadians for the manner they

and assigned an identification numbers, it was

were treated in the residential school system in

usual in the Canadian Arctic. It was disaster to-

2008. After long process of gathering witnesses

wards their mental health rather genocidal act.

for whole six year time period, the Truth and

Inuit students cannot speak their language and

Reconciliation Commission of Canada released

were not allowed to practices their native culture

the report on June 2, 2015. The commission

in the schools. The federal government was fully

published the facts and figures of the abused and

determined to teach Inuit students the Canadian

suffered students in the residential schools. The

life style. A number of students were faced mental

commission determines that residential schools

stress and physical punishments. Several cases of

were a brutal act of ethnic genocide against the

sexual abused were also registered during the stay

Inuit people. The commission directed that as

of their school days. The intergenerational effects

foremost instructions that the federal government

of residential schools are still being felt in Aborigi-

permit them access to Inuit the equivalent oppor-

nal communities today.

tunities. The Harper government made a techni-

Another sorrowful incident was the disease of

cally fault or deliberately they ignored five schools

tuberculosis. When these kids were separating

from apology. However, the Trudeau government

the Inuit families and culture to admit in the

recognized the former blunder and gave a tearful

residential school system. The federal government

apology to former students of these schools in

arranged a medical ship, the children forcefully

2017.
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Around 150,000 Inuit children were detached

by Siberian husky. These wooden and bone made

from their families and by force sent them to the

sleds are the main feature of their mobility. As

residential schools. The last one residential school

you walk through Cambridge Bay or other town

was closed in 1996 and the dark chapter of Ca-

of the Canadian Arctic, these sledges can be seen.

nadian history ended. The commission visited ev-

The local carpenters of these handmade sleds get

erywhere the country and testimonial the victims

the work ordered of sleds for coming hunting

of these schools. The findings of the commission

season (Figure 5). Snowmobiles are also popular

provide a brief summary of the dark page of Can-

mode of mobility in the Arctic region of Canada

ada and residential schools termed as “cultural

and replacing the dog-sled (Lee et al., 2018).

genocide” (Truth and Reconcillation Commission

The climate observations are not like past,

of Canada, 2015). Moreover, the commission

mostly people work Monday to Friday and they

compile the suggestions for better environment

don’t have experience about weather and climate.

between Inuit and non-Inuit people.

The changing climate making troubles for people
to food requirement. Over the western Canada,
warmer temperatures make melt earlier. The resi-

5. Climate change and Inuit
mobility

dents used to go duck hunting, by driving their
snowmobiles to cracks on the sea ice that ducks
follow and gathered duck eggs. These snowmo-

Traditionally, Inuit sustained a seasonally

biles hunting the ducks in July, now the Inuit of

nomadic way of life, dependent on a variety of

this area have luck if they can find the duck in

naturally occurring animal and mineral resources,

June (Historical Climatology, 2017.09.30). This

and organized around communities of small kin

warming climate push to move them towards new

groups. With the help of dog teams, hunters

places for hunting and maintain subsistence habi-

travel longer and effectively pursuit their food.

tat. Moreover, the harvesting situation was more

As in time of seal hunting during winter they

worst because of more hunters were concerned in

travelled in far distances to Baffin Island and

the smaller and closed area (Wenzel, 2009).

the central Arctic coast. Mostly, the Inuit people

In recent history, a number of environmental

move in form of groups to find seasonal food. The

issues have significantly affected the North and

mobility mode is depend on the distance, if it is

the Inuit way of life. Hunting of animal resources

in surrounding then the Inuit move by walk and

in the Arctic, including whale and caribou, leads

they spend few days and stay in canvas tents. Ha-

to severe shortage of animal population, which is

bitually, Inuit used the dog sleds for the purpose

ultimate resources for Inuit people. The modern-

of mobility from one place to another place. For

ization is impacted the Inuit life severely, however

this purpose they have their own unique system

very few people intact their Indigenous life. Tradi-

of moving on the frozen ice. The sleds are pulled

tionally Inuit subsistence pursuits are threatened
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Figure 5. Cambridge Bay: a carpenter is busy to prepare a dog sled, October 2019.

by climate change, which has been identified by

rior lands to hunt the caribous. Inuit when hunt

Inuit opinions over the past twenty years through

the caribou, after killing the caribou, Inuit male

observations of weather patterns and in the avail-

hunters ate the animal’s stomach as to obtain the

ability of animals and other resources (Ashford

valued undigested vegetation (Scupin, 2019).

and Castleden, 2001).

Inuit females are also gathered larvae, caribou

Travel of Inuit also reflect the differences in mo-

flies, maggots and particularly deer droppings that

bility between the males and females. In families,

contained vegetation. Due to northward-moving

the men involved in activities which mark them

treeline shifting caribou wintering grounds closer

more substantially extra mobile than women.

to the fewer Inuit communities (Wenzel, 2009).

Women’s task usually stay in and around the

In Colville Lake, a small place of 745 kilometers

family residence in the village, while men are fre-

from Yellowknife, the Inuit trappers journey into

quently travel for several hours to several days in

the bushes and live in canvas tents to set their

the connection of their targets for hunting, fishing

lines of quick traps in October and in December

trapping or transportation. In mobility there is

they come back to take their bounty and prepare

another differentiation that the younger men spe-

fur for auction. These trappers catch marten, fox,

cializer in trapping and hunting while older men

wolf, and wolverine and they can earn as little or

do most of fishing. Mobility and social stress also

as much as they can harvest for survival, not fash-

are interlinked and high mobility relieve the social

ion. In the winter they traveled across the frozen

stresses (Savishinsky, 1971). Vegetation is scarce in

Arctic either by foot or dog sled (Figure 6).

the Arctic region and it is prized food and mobil-

These dog sleds carried supply of goods and

ity urged it. During summer Inuit moves to inte-

people ride these sleds across the snowy land and
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Figure 6. Inuit boy untangles and reties dog braces while Idlouk and NFB movie crew make camp on White Bay,
Eclipse Sound; mountains are on Baffin Island. Library and Archives Canada/National Film Board of Canada fonds/
e002265630.

frozen sea. Dogsleds are the mobility source of

are big, open boats mainly used for transporting

Inuit people from centuries in the Arctic region.

large numbers of people, goods and dogs. The

These light and strong dogsleds are customarily

Inuit people during mobility are not much carful

made of whalebones runners and caribou hides

and well experts to differentiate the land and the

(Wolfson, 2014). Usually, few Inuit families

frozen sea during the move on both land and sea

owned more than one sleds, because they could

surface. Comparatively the European people hav-

not afford to maintain food of dogs to pull these

ing well knowledge to know the illusion of frozen

sleds. Sometimes Inuit do not have dog teams at

land and the frozen sea area.

all. In this situation, Inuit people pull it by them-

Traditionally, a dog team is considered for the

selves to continue their mobility. When Inuit

purpose of mobility to move in surrounding. The

move in the water between the ice drift, they use

declining sea ice is most for concern of Inuit in

two types of boats kayaks and the umiak. Kayaks

their indigenous land. The changing climatology

boats are smaller and lightweight boats usually

of sea ice have social, emotional and economic

used for hunting in Arctic. The word “kayak”

impact on a hunter when he lose his dog team

means “hunter’s boat”, these kayaks are a personal

and eventually he gave up hunting entirely. The

boat wood frame boats covered with sealskin,

changing climate is also overwhelming their na-

mostly every kayak boats made by the hunter

tive knowledge about climate particularly sea ice.

who used it with the help of his wife and other

Riewe (1991) argued the Inuit knowledge about

family members. The man prepare the skeleton of

sea ice with the reference of Nelson (1969) that

kayak and the wife sewed the skins. The umiaks

the Inuit hunters used 90 terms for sea ice dealt
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Figure 7. Ucalorate as a compass in the Arctic region of Canada, October 2019.

with sea ice topography, thickness, and age of sea

groups for their seasonal migrations in the Arctic

ice. Presently these all terms are enormously criti-

region, and the Inuit followed them closely. The

cal for Inuit hunter in the changing climate.

Inuit mobility is towards coastal areas where they

To find the direction usually sun direction

could hunt seals in winter season. In spring and

is the main geographical object. At the North

summer months, the Inuit started moving inland

Pole, however the sun direction cannot judge

in smaller groups, usually fewer than a dozen

easily. When Inuit went move for hunting they

people. There, they spent more time fishing and

used their Indigenous knowledge to know the

hunting caribou.

direction. The ice crystal formation become as

Due to changing climate the hunter travels far

according to the wind direction. These ice icicles

distances for hunt the animals. This long travel

developed horizontally in the certain direction of

mobility has more opportunity to hunt the food

as according wind as the certain time. The Inuit

and at the same time the probability of high risk

people calls these icicles as Uqaluaits (Figure 7).

of incidents is also increased. Particularly, the per-

The Uqalurait acts like a compass for the Inuit

sistently shifting sea ice such as is found, Hudson

people in the High Arctic. Inuit are very experts

Bay and Baffin Bay is tremendously treacherous.

to read Uqaluraits directions. This Indigenous

Sea ice started to melting early in spring season

skill is very useful when in mobility time or when

adversely the hunting activities are impacting

they back from hunting.

(Natcher et al., 2012). The impact of this seasonal

The Inuit took advantage of the open water

melt of sea ice has implication for natural seasonal

and traveled by boat during the summer season.

migration of aquatic animal. Sea ice is thin in

Caribou, muskoxen, and seals all gathered in large

spring and many hunters stuck in slush and come
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back without hunting. The slush and mud some

Hudson Bay for July were obtained from the Na-

time are the cause of accidents. Sea ice is severely

tional Snow and Ice Data Center (https://nsidc.

melting in the High Arctic region (Baek et al.,

org/data/g02135) of Defense Meteorological Sat-

2016).

ellite Program (DMSP) based on gridded sea ice

Sea ice is a noticeable element in the Canadian

concentration.

Arctic region. Sea ice are is considerably related to

Temperature is also significant effect on mobil-

the mobility of Inuit in the region. At the recent

ity of Inuit in the Canadian Arctic region. The

time, the amount and area of sea ice is markedly

change of temperature is affecting the mobility

at minimum level. The patterns of sea ice reduc-

of Inuit directly and indirectly regarding food,

tion in July are illustrative in this regard over the

travel and new economic activities. To evaluate

Baffin and the Hudson Bay. According to the re-

the temperature effect on mobility, a comparison

sults, sea ice area is reduced in the Arctic region of

of the stations located between 60 - 70°N and

Canada. Figure 8 shows the monthly trend of sea

70 - 80°N is presented. The analysis revealed

ice area for the Baffin Bay and the Hudson Bay

that the mean temperature indicates the increas-

during July.

ing rate of mean temperature over the northern

The decline in sea ice area is high, particular,

Canadian Arctic region in January and July over

the reduction rate of sea ice area is the high-

the Canadian Arctic region. The increasing rate

est in the Baffin Bay. Ice losses is faster in July

of mean temperature is y = 0.09 x -208.51 and y

from 1997 in the Baffin Sea. According to the

= -0.03 x -43.32 for the stations located between

results, the Baffin Bay and Hudson Bay have lost

60 and 70°N, in January and July respectively.

2

2

200,000 km and 175,000 km of sea ice area

While, the stations located between 70 and 80°N,

during the period of 1980-2018. This reduction

showed an increasing rate of temperature is y =

in sea ice area of both seas have become one of

0.13 x -288.82 and y = -0.03 x -53.50 in January

the reasons for the mobility of the Inuit people in

and July respectively. Hence, the increasing rate

the Canadian Arctic. Sea ice data Baffin and the

of mean temperature is faster over the stations

Figure 8. Average sea ice of July for (a) Baffin Bay, (b) Hudson Bay (1980-2018).
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Figure 9. Mean temperature (1980-2018) of the stations located within 60 - 70°N (a, b), and 70 - 80°N (c, d), during
January (Panel A) and July (Panel B). The evaluated dataset is developed by the Climate Research Division of
Environment Canada.

located between 70 and 80°N (Figure 9). Due to

change in the High Arctic region of Canada.

increasing temperature, hunting of animal includ-

One of the big problems in the way of mobil-

ing whale and caribou, leads to significant scarcity

ity of Inuit it was contradictory behavior of the

of animal population. However the Indigenous

federal government of Canada. The Inuit people

life of Inuit is threatened by climate change.

briefed that should autonomous by hunting and
indigenous harvesting culture. On the other
hand, federal government give them charm to live

6. Summary and conclusion

in government formed permanent settled areas,
where the Inuit can get quality education and the

In larger picture the mobility is defined a move

quality health services. These announcements by

for opportunity or for better resources either in

federal government were extremely complexed

regard of environment or external forces such as

and just empty promises. Mobility of Inuit was

government policies. Unfortunately, the mobility

not just a move from one place to another one.

of Inuit was ever painful and catastrophic histori-

It was a terrible process of domicide when Inuit

cally. Inuit community of Canada faced many

left their lands once. For the Inuit people, it was

types of mobility. This study is emphasized on

not just loss of houses, it was destroying the re-

forced relocation, directed relocations, residen-

lationship of their people with the indigenous

tial schools, and mobility of Inuit due to climate

environment, where they survive with their land
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and animals from generation to generation. In

vidual mobility of Inuit people but much painful.

their aboriginal lands they were independent as

After decades, the relatives of those separated In-

according to their own styles, but at new settle-

uit did not know that where they are, if they were

ments they lost their native freedom. Government

died, the parents were not informed and families

also took advantage from the difficult life of Inuit

never knew their graves.

people. Secondly, the charm full facility of educa-

Experience of mobility either it was due to

tion, health, society integration and economic

relocation, displacement, individual or residen-

opportunities take away to Inuit from their indig-

tial schools and mobility due to climate change

enous life and personal autonomy.

is a common story of Inuit people in the Arctic

The incentives of hunting for Inuit were re-

region of Canada. A number of families are still

duced in new welfare policy. The federal govern-

dealing with this intergenerational distresses. The

ment make policies to encourage the commercial-

Inuit were deceived by government to move into

ized life style. This new inactive life style impacted

the extreme climatic conditions of High Arctic.

the Inuit people and they become less mobile

The new place of northern Arctic were alien land

(Bates, 2009). Consequently, the Inuit people fac-

for Inuit, they have no experience and knowledge

ing some problems such as, the long distance of

of homes and hunting/harvesting at new land.

journeys are reduced, hardships to finding a mate,

The truth commission of replaced and displaced

and less efforts for carving stones, which were im-

people investigated the effects of the cruel and

portant economic activity stopped. The entry of

colonization decision of the government on Inuit

snowmobiles and other machinery helped to Inuit

people. The commission verdict compensation to

and compensate for this economic shift and sup-

the Inuit families and documented that it was not

ported the mobility of the hunters. Recently, mo-

loss of homes but destruction of Aboriginal com-

bility as an adoptive strategy has been abandoned

munities. The federal government must have an

and majority of Inuit people live around the year

official apology from the dislocated and displaced

in permanent villages. By the mid-1960s more

Inuit families to the criminal act of disruption the

than 40 permanent administrative centers had

relationship of Inuit people with their lands and

been established in the Canadian Arctic region.

indigenous environment.

Most Inuit gradually moved there, sometime even
with no choice.
The federal government step backed from her
promises, and Inuit return back to Inukjuak by
their own self. At that time another unfortunate
for Inuit, when someone sick from tuberculosis,
he/she took in southern part any unknown place
or hospital. This was another separation or indi-
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